
Imperial Coalition        October 23, 2012 

Mt. Pleasant Memorial: 

The bodies of 11 women were discovered in the home and on the property at 12205 Imperial Avenue.  

The owner of the home was found guilty of murder in July of 2011. The property reverted to the City of 

Cleveland’s Landbank and the home was demolished in December 2011. It is the goal of the Imperial 

Coalition to provide an exterior space representing hope and sensitive remembrance of the tragedy that 

occurred at this site, avoiding an outcome in which this abandoned site is neglected, and becomes trash 

strewn and a source and sign of community distress. 

Over the past year, working with a consortium of Family and Community members, the Mt. Pleasant 

Ministerial Alliance, Community leaders, Council members and the City of Cleveland a consensus has 

been achieved that an exterior space should be created at the Imperial Avenue site. This space should 

embody the features and values which have been defined as being most meaningful to the Families and 

Community.  

At this time we are requesting the assistance of AIA Cleveland Chapter members, Associates and related 

professional associations, in collaboration, to propose design alternatives envisioning a space which 

embodies the desires of the Family and Community members.  It is our intent to review design 

alternatives with the Imperial Coalition, in conjunction with Family and Community members, in order 

to develop a desired alternative and prepare presentation materials for the purposes of fundraising and 

development of the design into a set of construction documents for implementation. 

GOAL: 

Assist the Families, Community and Coalition with creating a design and strategizing the implementation 

of an exterior space at the site of the tragedy. The design shall manifest a regard for the lives of these 

women and their families, respect the community and provide an awareness to prevent this tragedy 

from happening again. 

 

Prepared on behalf of the Cleveland Chapter of the American Institute of Architects: 

Kevin Robinette  AIA Past President; Architect 

Mary Helen Hammer AIA Cleveland; Executive Director 

Bruce Jackson  AIA Past President; Architect 

Joel Mills  AIA National; Director of Community Facilitation 

 

 

 

 

 



PROCESS: AIA Cleveland Chapter project; 

Dates are tentative pending approval by the Imperial coalition and concurrence by the STUDIO 

participants. 

Description: A call for interested parties (architects, landscape architects, planners), to form a STUDIO to 

assist and collaborate in developing a design solution. The STUDIO will meet at the offices of the AIA at 

1001 Huron Road. Family, Community and Coalition review meetings will be held at the Mt. Olive Baptist 

Church at 3290 West 126th Street. This effort will be implemented in the following phases, offering an 

opportunity to blend the elements of a design competition and charrettes into the development process 

9.13; Preparation of a draft ‘process’ outline for final review and comment on the part of the Imperial 

Coalition 

Week of 9.17; Introduction of this initiative to related professional associations and community 

members to determine interest in contributing to this effort. 

9.27; Presentation of proposed process and schedule to Family and Community forum. 

  

Week of 10.1; Assemble exhibits and background materials for use by the STUDIO. 

 Illicit help for assembling base materials for use by STUDIO. 

10.10; STUDIO Envisioning; meeting with all interested parties to present criteria and process for 

meeting the goals expressed by the Coalition and the process for implementing the 

collaborative STUDIO design. Request for ideas and concepts from the STUDIO participants (as 

individuals or teams) to be reviewed 10.22. 

 Review and determine schedule for development 

 Verify meeting dates most conducive to STUDIO members schedule 

 Inclusion of coalition members to share vision 

TBD; Conceptual planning and envisioning; STUDIO review and critique of ideas and concepts from 

the STUDIO participants (as individuals or teams) which will be discussed and considered for 

appropriateness and feasibility by the STUDIO, in a critique context, as a whole.  

TBD; Review of selected conceptual alternatives with Family and Community members and Imperial 

Coalition for review and comment. 

TBD; Schematic design development; STUDIO review and critique of the development of selected              

schemes based upon comments from the  Families, Community and Coalition.  

TBD; Review of selected Schematic Design alternatives with Family and Community members and 

Imperial Coalition for review and comment. Selection of a scheme which will be developed by 

the STUDIO.  

TBD; Design Development; the selected design shall be developed, based upon comments and input 

received to evolve a final design. 



TBD; Review of Design Development as a final presentation to the Family and Community members 

and Imperial Coalition. 

Preparation of final presentation materials for dissemination to the public. 

Potential participants to support efforts: 

 Urban Design committee members 

Deliverables: There will be a series of phased reviews with the Families, Community and Coalition, at 

the following stages; 

 Conceptual design: review 4 – 6 schemes for discussion, comment and consensus  

 Schematic design: review development of selected scheme(s) 

 Design Development: submission of final scheme for presentation 

Pros; 

o Capability to control desired outcome and deliverables with direct input of Coalition members 

throughout the process. 

o Capability to review ongoing progress with stakeholders and interested parties during 

development. 

o Families, Community and Coalition are able to take part as a ‘client’ having consistant input and 

control over the outcome. 

o Opportunity for the ‘big idea’ within the development of Conceptual Designs. 

o Transparency of the design throughout its development. 

o Buy-in and ownership of the design based upon inclusion and input from all interested parties 

throughout the process. 

 

RECOMMENDATION: 

We recommend this process as a specific response to the circumstances of this situation. This allows for 

a great deal of control over the efforts of the Chapter members that offer their interest and capabilities 

to participate. It allows for the review and comment by the Families, Community and Coalition in a 

manner that is discreet, responsive and provides for consensus as an ultimate result of the process. The 

method for receiving input will be most conducive to the members of the stakeholder groups as the 

design is developed. 

Upon the conclusion of developing a design, we will develop an outline scope of work and cost estimate 

in order to propose this project to the philanthropic and construction communities for financial support 

and implementation. 

 

 

 

 



Desired criteria; generated from notes at family and community meetings. 

 Family members input: 

o This is not a cemetery or mausoleum 

o Site amenities; benches, names, sidewalk, garden, trees 

o Family Maintenance 

o Place of remembrance for families 

o Family mutual support 

o Visiting site is hard, discussing is hard 

 Why: 

o Attention should be given to what occurred here 

o Cannot change what happened at this site; how to address this history? 

o “A will to live” 

o Connection to the families; enhance the connection and make it positive 

o Look towards the positive 

o Identification with the community 

 Community input: 

o Emphasis on the community 

o Memorial? Yes, something! Unsure of what? 

o Fence, stone monument, long lasting, subtle yet obvious, inviting 

 Why: 

o To never forget! 

o Vandal resistance and ease of maintenence 

o Sensitivity to expression and words used 

 How? 

o Connection to street and community 

o Collaboration embracing community ideas 

o Process to be determined 

o How to make it work 

Notes from 9.29.2012: 

“Something to make us look up, not down” 

“We need to be responsible too” 

 Nothing that can be defaced 

 Graffiti resistant 

 No invitation to squatters 

 Not contentious 

“Everyone has been cut to the core – tears on the outside as well as the inside” 

 Life goes on, how do we keep it moving? 

 Make a way to block it off so people can’t tamper; one entrance in and out, control access. 

“Positive, good, hopeful, useful” 

Triumph over Tragedy; desire to honor, not memorialize. 



Action items to consider: 

Exhibits to include; 

 What do the community organizations have? Maps photos. 

 Photographs 

 Tax maps 

 What format do the exhibits need to be in to be of use? 

 Previous newspaper articles 

Sponsorships; 

 Time to generate, does it happen now or do we generate following the development of a 

scheme. 

 How does fundraising manifest itself? 

Partners; 

 Who are they? City, Council, Community organizations, AIA (all of these have been addressed 

and are embodied within the Coalition) 

 List of Committee members with roles 

 LAND; Greg Peckham and Ann Zoller 

 Community Partnership for the Arts; Tom Shorgl 

 AIA; Kevin Robinette 

o Mary Helen Hammer 

o Bruce Jackson 

o Matt MacRaid 

o Nathalie Siegel 

o Allison Lukascy 

o Timothy Beach 

o Others to be confirmed: week of 10.22 

Web page; 

Should there be a means of communicating progress and the design process; do we use the AIA 

website?  

 Notification of the process and solicitation of STUDIO participants; Through AIA e-newslatter, 

direct solicitation, Principal’s e-mail contact.  

 How to solicit participation with allied organizations: American Society of Landscape Architects; 

Carmen Russo 

Questions, details to consider; 

 Impact of City Planning and Design Review? 

Miscellaneous: 

 Engineering design; electrical, lighting, storm drainage, structural 

 Landscape design and develpment 



 Take into account maintenance and resistance to vandalism 

 Consider the feasibility of implementation and costs as development takes place 

 

 


